
CLEAN & GREEN
Increase customer and employee satisfaction 
while protecting the environment – with a 
point-of-use water dispenser.

  A SEA CHANGE – 
IN SUSTAINABLE DRINKING WATER 

Mains water must meet exceptionally stringent health and 
safety standards. And this level of vigilance translates into 
an excellent end-product. Offi cal reports confi rm that, for 
example, drinking water quality in the EU as a whole was 
found to be very good.*

Furthermore, drinking mains water does not mean 
compromising on taste. Any unwanted elements that could 
detract from its fl avour – for instance, residual chlorine or 
organic materials – can be removed using BRITA fi ltration 
technology. 

In addition, deploying BRITA water dispensers means 
shrinking your carbon footprint in comparison to bottled 
water.** 

  OUR ENVIRONMENT 

BRITA’s mains-fed dispensers eliminate the waste and CO2 
emissions associated with buying, transporting, and storing 
bottled water. Moreover, they reduce the number of plastic 
containers that have to be manufactured,  conserving 
precious natural resources – and shrinking your ecological 
footprint even further.

Compared to scenarios where glass bottles 

are transported over 300 km, mains-fed 

water dispensers have a signi� cantly smaller 

environmental impact – by up to 30 per cent.** 

* Synthesis Report on the Quality of Drinking Water in the EU, European Union, 2014
** Guide to Avoiding Waste, Bavarian State Ministry, 2016 (in German only)

– better for
THE ENVIRONMENT.

GO 
GREEN!



FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

BRITA GmbH
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 4
65232 Taunusstein
Germany
Tel.: +49 9401 607-200
Fax: +49 9401 607-222
wasserspender@brita.net
www.brita.net

BRITA Wasser-Filter-Systeme AG
Zweigniederlassung Oxymount
Tödistrasse 53
8810 Horgen
Schweiz
Tel: +41 44 783 86-66
Fax: +41 44 783 86-67
info-dispenser@brita.net
www.vivreau.brita.ch

VIVREAU Bottler

High performance bottling 
 concept for hospitality areas. 

VIVREAU ViTap

Multifunctional Tap with unique Premium 
 Design – ideal for teakitchens and buffets.

VIVREAU Sodamaster

Multitalent with hygiene-plus – 
also available as stand-alone. 

up to

LESS WASTE.

Results indicate that point-of-use water dispensers can reduce 

waste by up to 96 per cent. Moreover, the units perform well 

in terms of impact on the climate and water usage.**

A complete, environmentally responsible solution:
Dispensers in combination with attractive, personalisable bottles.

We offer a broad range of mains-fed water dispensers – combining 
outstanding design with outstanding technology. So you will fi nd
exactly what you need, with the right capacity, for your organisation.
Moreover, you can combine the dispenser with an attractive bottle,
featuring your logo, to create a complete and customised solution.
The result is your very own source of water, with an attractive look
and feel – a visible symbol of your high standards.
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